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    Speed Control of D. C. Moter by Ultra Low Frequency Signal

                             Takemitsu ISHizAKI*

                             (Received February 10, 1958)

                                    Abstract

        It is reported in this paper that by the application of thyratron amplifier with phano-

     tron to the speed control of d. c. motor followed after ultra low frequency signal, its

     controlling characteristics indicate such excellent results that are never obtained by the

     other methods.
        In this new controlling system, the series motor driven by the thyraton amplifier

     shows especially successful operations due to its series characteristics.

                                1. Introduction

    In recent years, the electronic d. c. metor control, due to its high ethciency and precise

control at reasonable cost, has been developed for increasing use in industrial applications

and automatic control systems. The output voltage of the grid-controlled rectifier tube

such as the thyratron or the ignitron, depends upon the motor speed in the case of the

motor control by means of varying the output voltage of the tube. Contrarily, for the

conventional motor-generator set, known as the Ward-Leonard system, the output voltage

of the generator does not depend upon the motor speed. This is one of the important

differences between the Ward-Leonard system and the electronic control system.

    The thyratron amplifier circuit for controlling the d.c. motor is suggested in the

present paper, in which the output voltage of the thyratron, independently of motor speed,

can be controlled proportionally to the signal voltage fed into the grid circuit, by making

use of the phanotron. The speed control of the d.c. motor by ultra low frequency signal

was carried on satisfactorily.

              2. Shunt motor control by ultra low frequency signal

    (1) Circuit of a thyratron amplifier for a shunt motor control. The rotating

armature of a d. c. motor with shunt excitation is generally represented by a series circuit

consisting of a resistance R, an inductance L, and an e. m. f. e. generated in the armature

winding and acting as a counter voltage, which tends to oppose the flow of current result-

ing from an external voltage applied to the armature terminals. This counter e. m.f. is

proportional to speed of motor n, under the assumption of a constant operating fiux.

Therefore it can be expressed by

                                                                      '
                                     e.=cn ･(1)
where c is a proportional constant.

    The motor controlling circuit employing the thyratron amplifier with the phanotron
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is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the motor is repre-
                                                     i.A.pm.sLn.sLj e-`fisine
sented by the equivalent circuit mentioned above.
                                                                     , YJ                                                     e it t l---1:In Fig. 1 e =E. sine represents the instantaneous
                                                       -A ese , -IL I'g.
:oi,It2hi.e:`iiy/l//l`iia?g,/℃o.is:eiti/e,n//oh,:ae/ias,vaILi.hv.3oihiag/,ec{'lfi:i,lielrEvl/e'i--'XA,"-'tPyiig,-.lig'l

                                                 Fig. 1. Single-phase full-wave'thy-starts to fire at that instant when the resultant grid
                                                   ratron amplifier-motor circuit.
voltage gets to the value of zero, neglecting the

critical grid voltage. Therefore.the angle of ignition ei is given by

          ･ e. -= A(1+cos ei) (2)
    (2) Output voltage of the thyratron amplifier circuit. Fig. 2 represents the

time functions of the anode supply voltage and of the armature current consisting of the

thyratron current and the phanotron current. For sim-

plification of the diagrams, the arc-voltage drop of the

reetifier tube is neglected. In Fig. 2, e. represents the

counter e.m.f. generated in the armature-winding.
                                                    o
The thyratron current it starts to conduct at the point

Oi, the ang!e of ignition. At the point e2, where the

a. c. supply voltage intersects the line of ec, the thYra' Fig. 2. Time functions of

tron ceases to conduct due to the e. m. f.-Ldi/dt induced output voltage in thyratron
                                                       amplifier and motor current.
in the inductance. On the other hand, the Phanotron

current ip starts to flow at this instant and ceases to conduct at the point ep where the

e.m.f. induced in the inductance reaches to zero.

    The armature winding is short-circuited with the phanotron during the conductive

periods of the phanotron. Therefore the output voltage of the thyratron amplifier will

follow the anode supply voltage during the conducting periods of the thyratron (ai-va2),

and it will be zero during the conducting periods of the phanotron (e2-wep). Again it

maintains the value equal to e. during the non-conducting periods (ep-wrr+ei). These

circumstances are shown in Fig. 2.

    The average value of output voltage v can be derived directly from Fig. 2. In the

case of the discontinuous conduction (ep<n+ei),

  v == .;;- [SelE. sin ede+(n+oi-ep)e.] = Ilm [(cos ei-cos o,)+(T+ei-ep)a] (3)

where a=e./E.t. An angle of extinction of the phanotron can be calculated from the

following equation,

  ep =- e,+tan¢leg-IL[cos¢sin(a2-¢)-{cos¢sin(fii-¢)-a}exp{(Oi-e2)/tan¢}] (4)
                  a
where

                                 ¢ == tan-' tuL/R .
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    Next, in the case of the continuous conduction, (0p==n+ei)

                    v= E.m" (cos ei-cos e,) =-t. Em (i+cos ei) (s)

where

                         cos e2 == -1 at a = sin e, E{I O.25 .

    It is readily seen from equations (2) and (5) that the output voltage of the thyratron

amplifier is proportional to the signal voltage being applied to the grid circuit of thyraton.

    (3) Effects of a phanotron in the thyratron amplifier circuit. The ordinary

rectifier-motor circuit which has no phanotron is first discussed in order to explain the

effects of phanotron in the thyratron amplifier circuit.

Fig. 3 represents the wave form of the anode voltage and

of the armature current in the ordinary rectifier-motor

clrcults.
                                                     o
    In this case, the inductance･of the armature circuit, .

which prevents the thyratron current from rising sharply

at the point of igaition ei, does the curreut frOM dYing Fig. 3. Time functions of

out at the point e2 where the external voltage causing the output voltage in thyratron
CUrrent fiow is equal to zero. The e. m.f. of the induc. reCtifier and motor current.

tance keeps the current flowing up to the point 0e. During the conductive periods of

the thyratron (ei-vee) the voltage at the armature terminals will, of course, follow the

anode supply voltage. On the other hand, during the non-conducting periods (fie-vn+ei),

the voltage at the armature terminals will be equal to the counter e.Jn.f. The average

value of the thyratron output voltage v can be derived directly from Fig. 3.

    In the case of the discontinuous conduction, (Oe<n+0i)

  v = -l [SZ:E. sin6do+(n+ei-ee)e.] = llm[(cos ei-cos e.)+(rr+ei-e.)a] (6)

An angle of extinction of the thyratron ee can be calculated from following equation,

          [a-cos ¢sin(e.-¢)] =- [a-cos¢ sin(0i-¢)] exp[(ei-ee)/tan ¢] (7)

Next, in the case of the continuous conduction, (e, =n+ei)

                                 v= 2Em cos e, (8)
                                      n

    For this rectifier circuit, it is evident from equations (2), (6) and (8) that the output

voltage is not preportional to the signal voltage.

    Now, the output voltage in both cases shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 may be calculated

as a function of the signal voltage on the basis of the given values of the counter e. m.f.

e3 and the impedance angle of the armature circuit ¢, by the aid of the equations (2),
(3), (5), (6) and (8). This is given the graph shown in Fig. 4; curves (I) and (II)

show the output voltage in the ordinary rectifier-motor circuit (cos¢==O.6) and they deviate

greatly each other by the counter e･ m.f. e. or the motor speed n. On the other hand,

curves (III) and (IV) show the output voltage in the amplifier-motor circuit in which the

effect of phanotron is more confirmed by connecting a reactor in series with the armature
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winding. Then, the power factor of the armature circuit is v

equal to O.1. It is evident from the part of the straight line

which is common with the curves (III) and (IV) that the t60

output voltage of the amplifier circuit is proportional to the g

signal voltage independently of the counter e.m.f. e. or the g'20

    (4) The speed control of a shunt motor by ultra low Eso

                                                           sfrequency signal. A d.c. shunt motor is directly coupled }.
mechanically to a load, as shown in Fig. 5, and is operated Q4o

with constant field excitation and variable armature voltage

impressed. The voltage impressed across the motor is equal

to the sum of the voltage drops through the inductance and

resistance, and the counter e.m.f. Thus v is given by the

following equation

                   v=LSi'i+Ri+cn ' (g)

The torque developed by a shunt motor is proportional to the

armature current under the constant field excitation, that iS, r c.nst.ntts

                                                               o                         T=- lei (10)
where le is a proportional constant. As the motor and load

are drived by this torque, the following relation ban be written :

                                r=Jtin'+Dn+K

where J: combined inertia of motor and load, D: damping coeMcient,

    If the variation Av appears in the voltage impressed across

operating under the steady state condition at voltage Vd and speed

dn will be followed. Then dn can be derived from equations

follows : ,

                        dn - dv/(P2FtPG+H) == dv/Z.

                        Z. == p2F+pG+H

where P: operator of Heaviside

                         ;i:'(l.P/.le49,,=,iDL+.i.,,,, ]

    In the case of the sinusoidal variation of the voltage at angular frequency a,

     ' dv= Vh sin at
Then dn and Z. may be expressed as the functions of a

                               dn == ,Nh sin(at-qn)
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Fig. 5. Motor-load

 clrcult.

               (11)

   'K: constant torque.

  the motor which is

jNb, the speed variation

(9), (10) and (11) as

(12)
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(14)

(15)

(16)
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                             Z. -= (H-a2F)+juG (17)

    In the equations (16), the magnitude Nh and the phase angle gn of the speed vari-

ation can be expressed by

                          AIh == V./v/(H-a2F)2+(aG)2 (18)

                          q.- tan-'aG/ (H- a2F) (19)

    The effect of changing the frequency of the supply voltage on the motor-load circuit

is to produce a change in the magnitude and the phase angle of the output speed with

respect to the input voltage. Although the speed dn is practically in phase with the

sinusoidally varying voltage dv at very low values of a, for higher values of frequency

the maximum speed obtained is reduced in magnitude and occurs at the time (that is,

phase) different from that when the voltage is a maximum. It is therefore concluded

that the speed of a d.c. motor can be controlled following after the ultra low frequency

veltage, that is, ultra low frequency signal supplied to grid circuit of thyratron amplifier.

    (5) Experimental results. A symmetrical single-phase full-wave amplifier circuit

is used for the shunt motor control, as shown in Fig. 1. The experimental results obtained

by driving the shunt motor with constant field excitation and variable armature voltage

which is proportional to the signal valtage linearly, are shown in oscillogram I. In this

oscillogram, (I) : ultra low frequency signal, (II) : output voltage of thyratron amplifier,

(III): motor speed.

              3. Series, motor control by ultra low frequency signal

    (1) Circuit of a thyratron amplifier for a series motor control. For series

motor, the counter e. m.f. ed generated in the armature winding is propotional to the pro-

duct of motor speed n and motor current i, neglecting saturation of the field. Therefore

it can be expressed by .                                                                     t
                  ed=dni-Rdi, Rd -' dn (20)
                                                                      L
where d is proportional constant and Rd is the equivalent resistance r
                                                                      R}k ]R
                                      a d. c. motor with serieswhich is proportional to the speed. Then

excitation, as shown Fig. 6, is represented by a series circuit of

an inductance L and a resistance R consisting of resistances R.
                                                               Fig. 6.
and Rd, where L and R. represent the resultant inductance and ･

resistance in the windings of armature and field, respectively.

Therefore a series motor can be considered as a shunt motor, in which the

counter e. m.f. e, equals to zero, and R is variable resistor.

    (2) Output voltage of the thyratron amplifier circuit. As the value

to zero in the series motor, e2 becomes to n in Fig. 2. Then the average

voltage can be readily derived from Fig. 2, and is gived by

                       v =: -;;-!,rtiEm sinede = Exm (i+cosei) .

     fu
   et

     Equivalent
clrcuit of series

motor.

    value of the

   of e, is equal

  value of output

          (21)



    Accordingly, a continuous flow of the motor current is obtained in the series motor.

 It is also concluded from equations (2) and (21) that the output voltage of the thyratron

 amplifier is proportional to the siganl voltage being applied to the grid circuit of the

 thyratron.

    (3) Output voltage of the ordinary thyratron rectifier circuit. For series motor

control, an extinction angle of the thyratron e., can be calculated from equation (7) by

putting a=e./E.==O, and is given by

                     sin(ee-¢) - sin(ei-¢) exp[(ei-ee)/tan ¢] (22)

The average value of the thyratron output voltage can be derived from Fig. 3. In the

case of discontinuous conduction (ee<n+ei)

                  '               . v- -il le,eiE. sin ede -= t-nm (cos ei-cos e,) (23)

Next, for continuous conduction (e.==z+ei), v is represented by
                                                                v
                                                                   fis3t4V 1

    Fig.7 shows the graph of output voltage versus signal t6o /
                                                                            4
voltage for several different values of impedance ang!e (that is,                                                                            11

;11iii':li,i,SsiP;.tii/:1:'i,/I,/℃e/1111,i-o/ioi'Xr/Xlifi/l'

//gla/ISi/r//l,i",illl'i.1111,imil,/I'1:./i'is27/ilv/i'/e/11',i`kh,llt/k,//ip?di///."illlliil2ikz/lri:1,,

Correspond to the output voltage characteristics of the thyratron Signat VVtta9e(esi

amplifier with phanotron, as represented by equation (21). It is Fig- 7･ Characteristic
                                                               curves of thyratron
thus evident that the output voltage of thyratron amplifier is                                                               amplifier and recti-
linearly proportional to the signal voltage independently upon the fier for series motor
                                                               control.

    (4) The speed control ofaseries motor by ultra !ow frequency signal. The

torque developed by the series motor is proportional to the square of the motor current,

but it can be written approximately as follows,

                '                                T=: l,i2 :y l(i-I6) ' (24)

where l', l, and 4 are constants determined by the motor. The voltage impressed across

the motor, as shown in Fig. 6, is expressed by

                               v-LSitt' +Rmi+dni･ (2s)

Sirnilarly to the previous section [2-(4)], speed variation dn of theseries motor followed

after voltage variation dv can be derived from equations (24), (25) and (11). In this

case, the coeMcients in the equation (13) are represented as follows,
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    ;l!'il.P/.'in.Gi,.(D,L,,+.R,lkJ.+hd<,I)p,)/i･]

    (5) Experirnental results. A single-phase half-

wave thyratron amplifier circuit (thyratron, TX-920 is

used) is employed for a series motor control as shown

in Fig. 8. Universal motor on the free market having

the capacity of 50W (100V, 1.1 A), is employed for the

experiments. In general, the speed corresponding to

the signal voltage,

e. = Esd+E,.sinat is given by n = N}i+N. sin(at- rp.) .

    Experimental values of the speed variation with

tabulated in Table 1. For comparison, the calculated

It is readily recognized that magnitude of speed variation

increase of signal frequency a.

                        Table 1. Magnitudes of speed '
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     Fig. 8. Single-phase half-wave
      thyratron amplifier-motor-
       load circuit.

 respect to the signal voltage are

values are also given in the table.

     Alh decreases according as the

varlatlon

No. Esd

  (v)
M
(rpm)

Esa

  (v)

a
2x
 (cps)

M
EV(rpm) CV(rprn)

CV-EV
  cv
    (%)

       1 85 1850 23 O.11 550 585 6
                                                                     12                                                            285                                                  250                                        O.29                                23                      1850               85       2
       3 74 1500 13 O.11 330 340 3
       4 74 1500 13 O.29 190 180 -5
           EV: Experirnental value
           CV: Calculated value

   Oscillogram 2 shows experimental results, in which curves (I), (II) and (III) are

explained as follows:
    (I): The signal voltage of e,==74+13sin1.8t [V], which is too small in magnitude

to operate the electro-magnetic oscillograph, and pulses are employed as the indicator at

the instant of its. maximum point.

    (II): Motor speed n==15QO+190sin(1.8t-710) [rpm]

    (III): Motor current i=O.79+O.11sin(1.8t+200) [A]

                                 4. Conclusions

    The methods of motor speed control followed after the ultra fow frequency signal are

described above. ' The Phanotron and reactor in thyratron amplifier-motor circuit not only

                                                                           .serve the linear power amplification but moderate the a. c. ripple and secure the continuous

fiow of motor current. It prevents also the over load of thyratron. The application of

the series motor to the above-mentioned follower speed control has the following merits:

    (1) It enables to make use of the surpassing characteristics of the series motor which

develops the large torque at low speed,
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    (2)

becomes

    '(3)

effect of

As there is

very simple.

The series

phanotron.

                T.

no necessity of d.c.

field winding of the
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source for field

 motor serves

 excitation, the controlling circuit

   '
as a reactor, which confirms the
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